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RECORD AND USE DATA, 
in elementary school science 

Mary Clare Petty Associate Professor of Education/University of Oklahoma 

The elementary school science program should pro-
ide many opportunities for children to develop and 
use science records. Records are essential to scien-
tific inquiry, and when science experiences provided

by the elementary 'school are genuinely scientific, 
ey include the use of records. Specifically, records 
are data; and data are needed before operational 

atterns can be discovered and generalizations 
drawn. 

Why should children develop and use science records? 

Major goals of science education and the structure of 
science justify the development and use of science 
records by children in the elementary school. 
Moreover, such practice is efficient and in complete 
harmony with the characteristics of children and the 
nature of the learning process. 

Educators are deeply concerned about the respon-
sibility of the school for the development of the ra-
tional powers of children. They generally agree that 
the goals of science instruction should be those that 
teach inquiry process and provide the learner with 
tools for independent learning. The emphasis has 
shifted from acquiring isolated facts to an under-
standing of how these facts are acquired and to the 
development of skill in inquiry. Only as children en-
gage in inquiry can, they develop their rational pow-
ers. Recording data is usually an integral part of 
inquiry. 

'Current learning theory and Piaget's theory of 
children's cognitive development have profound im-
plications for instruction. Children learn only as 
they interact with their environment: with things,
people, and ideas. Learning is an active process the
result of the learner's• responses. The thinking of the 
young child largely centers around the mastery of 
symbols, and the child of five or six years of age is 
concerned,with manipulating objects on an intuitive 
level rather than by thinking about them. About the 
time he enters school,. dramatic changes in his 
thinking begin to evolve. However, he still May be 
capable only of thoughts about the concrete, existing 
people and objects, not about dealing with his own 

thinking or with abstract theory. He is able to ma-
nipulate mentally concrete experiences that previ-
ously had to be physically manipulated. Children 
designing, developing, and using science records are 
interacting, with their environment in a highly 
meaningful and productive manner. 

Instruction must encourage and facilitate the trans-
fer of learning from one context to another and de-
velop the ability and willingness to give thought to 
'new problems. The child must learn to learn. 
Involvement in inquiry, including recording data, is 
the foundation for instruction for transfer. 

What are records? 

For the purpose of this discussion, records are nota-
tions about events or observations, which elemen-
tary school children have put into some form for fu-
ture use aZ a part of their study of science. This 
definition is broad enough to cover the simple pic-
ture of the sun drawn by a kindergarten child on a 
calendar to indicate the type of weather for the day 
or the relatively sophisticated set of graphs worked 
out by a sixth grader to summarize temperature'and 
rainfall information. In the same way, the simple 
labels put . on a wild flower collection by first-
graders, the carefully kept list of birds identified in 
the community by third-graders at different seasons, 
and the raw data set down in writing _by. sixth-
graders studying pulleys are all records. 

Records may be developed as' guides for further 
study, to . provide information leading to pew 
methods or techniques for an e3cperience, to test a 
hypothesis, to allow duplication of an experiment, to 
make simple predictions, or simply to convey infor-
mation. A chart prepared by a sixth-grade class to
summarize information about the planets might 
have as its primary purpose the, comntunication of 
this information to another class or to parents; the 
record of observations made by children on falling 
balls nhigiitserve to evaluate their hypothesis that a
heavy ball falls faster than a lighter-one; a list of 
sources of information prepared by another class



might be used to facilitate a study 
of prehistoric plant life; or the re-
cord made by children of their 
practices in raising a hamster 
might lead to better practices if
some have proved unsatisfactory. 

What types of science records are ap-
propriate for children's use? 

Children should be encouraged to 
approach record keeping as a 
challenge to their imagination, 
and if they approach it creatively, 
they will suggest ideas for records 
that would not appear in any list 
of possible types of records. An ex-
cellent example of this is the way' 
in which some children solved a 
problem in record keeping. They 
wanted an accurate record of the 
growth of some plants. Periodi-
cally they cut off strips of paper 
exactly the length of each plant, 
labeled, dated, and carefully filed 
each strip. Later the strips were 
pasted on a large 'piece of card-
board to form a graph. Would a 
teacher have thought of recording 
plant growth in just this way? 

A list of types of records is given 
on page 4. Any such list can only 

-be suggestive, and it will be in-
complete and include overlap-
pings. For instance, the record de-
scribed above might be considered 
a graph, a record of sequence, or a 
record of raw data of observations. 
Most data can be presented in 
many different ways, and the 
teacher must guide children as 
they select the form of record most 
appropriate for a specific purpose. 
One significant criterion to be 
used in making this selection is 
the interest of the children. Any 
record used should hold high in-
terest and motivational value for 
children. Closely related to the 
factor of interest are the skills 
and maturity of the class, for chil-
dren should experience success as 
they develop and use science rec-
ords. Children should have op-
portunities to perfect previously 
introduced recording skills and 
master additional ones. Any form 
of record selected should be sim-
ple enough tó be used by the chil-
dren with ease and satisfaction. 

Although children should develop 
as high a level of mastery as is 
practical for their maturity, the 
excessive use of any one type of 
record results in a minimum of 
learning. Frequently, ' children 
who have become confident in 
their use of a few forms of records 
have to be prodded by the teacher 
to try new ways to record data and., 
gain mastery of new skills. The 
teacher must balance practice and -
new experiences. 

Any record should be appropriate 
in terms of the data to be pre-
sented and the purpose it is to 
serve. Children can be guided ,to 
understand, for example, that 
much data expressed numerically -
can be presented in charts or 
graphs, that many relationships 
are appropriately shown in dia-
grams, and that pictures can com-
municate details of visual obser-
vations. Children can . also be 
guided to understand that the 
same information may be re-
corded in a list of simple state-
ments for class use, or in a series 
of charts with illustrations to 
share with others; that much raw 
data may also be recorded in a 
temporary form for immediate 
use while a glossary of terms is 
better put into a more permanent 
form to facilitate its repeated use. 

As the teacher makes decisions 
about the best form of record to 
use for a specific purpose, he 
should also consider the practical-
ity of efficiency of a 'record. lie 
should give special attention to 
the time different forms require 
for preparation find to the availa-
bility of materials. The child's 
time in school should always be 
spent in. the best possible way, not 
just in a good way. 

What purposes' for keeping science 
records can children understand and 
accept? 

Children can and should have 
clear purposes for the science rec-
ords they keep. Their use of rec-
ords cannot be effective, and the 
teacher's purposes cannot be at-
tained if the children do not un-
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derstand and accept significant purposes for the re-
cords they develop. The purposes held by the teacher 
and by pupils will not be identical but must be in 
harmony if the recording experience is to have max-
imutn significance for the children. Children should 
therefore be encouraged to express their own 
reasons for keeping records. Although their state-
ments will reflect their depth of understanding and 
their maturity, even the youngest children in the 
elementary school are capable of keeping records 
with clarity of purpose and should be given an op-
portunity to express their reasons in their own way. 
Children might say in effect: 

"We keep records because 
...we do not want to forget some information 
... we must be very accurate about some facts 
... records may help us ask 'good questions' 
... we may find it important to check some informa-

tion in different ways 
... records may help us find answers to some of our 

questions 
. .. they may help us explain some facts 
... we want to summarize same information 
... records help us share some information 
.... often lots of individual facts help us to find a 

really big idea." 

How should a teacher evaluate children's experience with 
science records? 

The teacher should evaluate continuously the ex-
periences children have as they design, develop, and 
use science records. Evaluation helps the teacher as-
sess constructively the concepts, abilities, skills, and 
interests of children. The questions listed below 
imply criteria which the teacher should use as he 
guides children's experiences with science records. 

What are the children learning from keeping this record? 

They should be learning desirable attitudes and 
should be developing skills, and understandings of 
the processes of science. Such learn ings are much 
more important, particularly for that age pinup, 
than mastery of specific information. Does, the re-
cord help children to observe, to evaluate And clas-
sify data, and to develop and test hypotheses? Chil-
dren should not be asked to keep a record that does 
not contribute to the realization of major objectives 
of science education. 

Is the form of the record appropriate for the level of matur-
ity of the class? 

Keeping a record should challenge children and lead 
them to new learnings.,A record that is too difficult 
or time-consuming, however, may discourage chil-
dren. Records should be simple enough that the chil-
dren may keep them with relative ' independence.

Is the form of the record appropriate for the kind of data 
being considered? 

Each form of data processing has its unique uses. 

Children will recognize this fact only if the forms of -
the records they keep are appropriate for the infor-
mation being recorded. 

Is the record accurate and complete enough to present all 
the essential Information? 

Children's records must be complete and accurate if 
these records are to help the children solve prob-
lems. Children may fail to 'identify important vari-
ables or to discover important relationships w.hen 
pertinent data are not included in their records. 

Is the record an efficient way of presenting the information? 

The efficiency of a record must be evaluated in terms 
of the use that is to be made of it and the demands it 
makes upon classroom time and resources. A record 
that is to be used 'many times may be put on poster 
paper with a lettering pen while information that 
will have little importance after its initial use may be 
recorded on the chalkboard or newsprint. A record 
that is to be shared with others should be attractive 
even if making it attractive demands time and effort. 

Are the children interested in this record? 

Interest shown by children in an activity is an excel-
lent index of the significance of that activity. Obvi-
ously, however, interest is only one criterion and 
must not be used'alone. 

Children are interested in records that concern their 
own growth. 

Alyce Jackson



	TYPES OF SCIENCE RECORDS 

Labels and Lists `of collections, 'specimens, parts of plants, prta of diagrams . : . of birds, planta, 
shrubs in- community ... of materials nee for experiment• ... of objectives or 
'purposes...Lists may be ve simple or relatively highly organized, showing clan' 
sitications and/or relationship.. 

Pictures.and Symbols of smiling suns, rotund snowmen on weather records, of parts_of ¡hints we eat,. 
,drawings of "signs" of winter or spring ..: 

Diagrams !of parts of a simple Machine location of trees in park, plans for a spring garden, 
relative size of planets, set-up of apparatus for an experiment .... Diagrams may be 
copies or originals. 

Graphs of numerically expressed data: rainfall, teeture relationship of height and
weight, proportion of different gases in air, a~ diet... Use of line'grapbs, 
bar graphs, cücle graphs, and pictographs should be developed. 

Tables and Charts of information about geologic eras, or the force needed to lift a weight with three 
different arrangements of pulleys, or the description of temperature zones ... 

Records of Sequnce -of care and development of small animals, or 'development of eggs in incubator, 
growth of plants used in experiment, observations of changes * moonoser period of
weeks, water level in dishes during evaporation studies ... 

Simple Memoranda of details about care of pets or plants in the classroom, plans about fixture activities, 
responsibilities accepted, ideas- and theories to be checked .later. The memoranda 
may be incorporated later into more complex forms of records; they insure accuracy 
of recall mid minimize overnight of significant information at a later date. 

Records of Raw Data of of elements of time, selection of appropriate units of inebsure, approximate nature of 
Observations all measurements, weights pulled -by pulleys, length of time candles burn ià con-

tainers of different sizes, measurements of the same surface obtained by different 
children, temperature at which they find water boils ...Children must be encour-
aged to record raw data they obtain and not what they believe these data should be. 

Narrative and Descrip-
tive Records 

of accounts by the class, with teacher serving as "secretary," following a trip to a zoo 
of a visit to a resource person or a' discussion stimulated by an article in the 

newspaper ... These reports are net "unscientific" and can stimulate interest, raise 
questions, and help in identification of valuable scientific problems for study.

Tape Recordings of use for narrative and.descriptive records Tape recordings allow more freedom to 
the children; who can conhentrate better onwhat they have to say. Playback may be 
followed by• discussions and lead to questions such as: "Why did we say that? "Is 
this a reasonable statément' Recordings may be used to explain diagrams or mod-
els, supplement pictures and drawings ... 

Reports in Three
Dimensions 

ust or an oil well ... of the solar system,. of models of crops section of earth's cr
collections of leaves and bark, displays of seedb in different stages of germination ... 
Three-dimensional reports make concepts more vivid, accurate, and meaningful. • 

Formal Reports of
Experiments 

of actual results  obtained by the children in their experlme its. Experiencewith 
formal reporting makes   for scientific literacy" and prepares the students for the 
type of records expected  of high school students.



Do the çhlldren have a purpose for keeping this record? 

Children must always have a purpose for record keep-
ing if the experience is -to be significant for them. 
Children should not keep a record just to please a 
teacher or because they are told to do soh 

Have the children had a major role in Working out the design 
of the record? 

Children should be involved in the designing of rec-
ords whenever possible. They approach record keep-
ing enthusiastically, creatively, and with purpose 
when they ere involved in the planning stage. 

What criteria for evaluating records can. children under-
.stand? 

If the full learning, potential of keeping and using 
science records is to be realized, children must ma--
ture in their capacity to evaluate their records, and 
they can learn to do this best in terms of criteria they 
work out themselves. 'Children should, therefore, be. 
led to set standards for evaluating their sciehce re-
cords. 

Just as the teacher must lead children to accept pur-
poses which are in harmony with his purposes, he 
should also lead them to develop criteria which Eve in 
harmony with his criteria. These criteria should be 
closely related to the purposes the children have for 
keeping the records. 

Putting evaluative criteria i,n the form of a chart is 
useful. All elementary school classes are capable of 
making clear, concise, cooperatively developed, and 
readily available statements of criteria for evaluat-
ing science records. 

The teacher's role as he guides children to state their 
own criteria is simple but important. First the prob-
lem must be presented to the class, such as: "What 
criteria should we use as we evaluate our science 
records?" of"Is this a good science record-Why?" All 
suggestions children make should be accepted and 
recorded, probably on the chalkboard. Each state-
merit should then be criticized and accepted 'or re-
jected by the class. The next step involves editing. 
Children should consider such matters as the,clarity 
of ideas, the duplication of ideas, the forms the 
criteria should take, and the way each individual 
criterion is stated. Finally the criteria are recorded 
for future use. This process is not very time-
consuming, and the criteria should serve as a basis 
for evaluating many different records even if the 
specific reason for keeping each record must be estab-
lished. If through oversight an important criterion is 
overlooked, it is often better for the teacher not to 
bring it up but to allow the children to discover it 
later through their own use of records. 

Some of the suggestions children might make from• 
which criteria could be forrhulated are: 
A good science record has a purpose. 

A good science record is accurate. 
A good science record is easily understood. 
A good science record is well organized. 
A good science record is efficient. 
A good science record should be attractive. 

Different classes will express criteria in very differ-
ent ways And will show different levels of maturity. 
A class might combine some ideas, add others, or 
omit some. The criteria might be expressed argues. 
tions, as statements, or as descriptive phrases. 

What skills can keeping science records develop? 

Children can learn specific skills as they develop 
and use science records. Some of the skills signifi-
cantly related to the objectives of the elementary 
school science program are observing, selecting and 
evaluating data, classifying and organizing data, 
using units of measure, using graphs and tables, 
formulating and testing hypotheses, and designing 
simple experiments. There is a dual relationship bv-
tween keeping records and the development of thes 
skills. On the one hand, recording gives the children 
an incentive to develop these skills and gives insight 
into their importance. On the other hand, recording 
actually gives them opportunities to practice these 
skills. 

Observing 

Teachers should stimulate children to be interested 
in and alert to their environment, .to develop the 
habit of "seeing what they look at." Science retords 
can make two contributions to the achievement of 
this goal. 

The first stems from the fact that children who have 
become interested in keeping a record are motivated 
to observe, for they have a reason for making careful 
observations. For instance, a record 'can lead chil-
dren to become excited about the changes Ali about 
them. Weather, erosion, clouds, stars, and chemical 
changes may take on new meaning and attract 
children's attention in a new way. Recording cqn be 
more effective than oral sharing, for recording gives 
new meaning and significance to observations. 
There is genuine stimulation in a child's realizing, 
"This is important enough to record!" • 

The second contribution to maturing the observa-
tional skills of children stems from the fact that skill 
in making observations develops through- practice. 
When children are encouraged to keep records, they 
become not only more avid observers but also more 
accurate and critical observers. Keeping reconls also 
helps a child to know what to look for and to ap-
preciate the problems.of accuracy. in description. 

Selecting and evaluating, data 

Children learn to give careful attention to pertin
data and reject data which are not relevant when 
they develop science records with purpose and direc-



tion. Recording can stimulate a child to ask ques-
tions such as: "Is this event significánt?" "Is this 
finding related to our problem?" "Will these data 
help solve our problem?" "What does this discovery 
mean?" Asking himself these questions, he realizes 
that his clas"smates wijl ask similar questions before 
they decide to record their observations.. A child 

. must decide WHAT to record, and he grows with 
every observation-recording experience. 

Children developing a weather record may become 
more selective as they decide at what time each day 
temperature should be recorded and where the read-
ings should be made. Even the kindergarten pupils 
writing a story about a caterpillar or a goldfish must 
select from their many observations those that are to 
be recorded in the story. These are simple examples 
of the way recording can help children become mo;e 
skilled in selecting and evaluating data. 

A science record can also keep a science lesson from 
degenerating into-little more than an interesting 
discussion of loosely related information, "a glorified, 
show and tell." The fact that a record is being kept 
gives the teacher a technique to pull children back 
into a more purposeful consideration of a problem. 

Organizing data 

Record keeping 'gives children a powerful incentive 
to organize facts. A group inclined to consider a sub-
ject in a rather disorganized manner can see the im-
portance of organization when-it faces the problem of 
keeping a record. Properly organized records focus 
attention upon relationships and. classification, 

• 

which is an important aspect of many records as well 
as one of the rational powers which should be de-
veloped in children. 

For instance, as simple a project as labeling a rock 
collection or displaying seeds focuses attention upon 
classification. Children are forced to consider 'the ' 
problem  organization and 'to compare, classify , 
evaluate, recall, ànd imagine, when they attempt to 
put a wealth of information about planets, for in-
stance, into chart form. 

Understanding and using units of.measure 

Qne of the most significant contributions Of, record
keeping is to add to children's appreciation of prob-
lems 0r measurement. Nothing is as effective in
helping children understand the nature of meas-
urement as experiences in making measurements.
The desire to keep accurate records gives a real 
reason, recognized by the children, to make approp-
riàte and accurate measurements. As children be-. 
come;nvólved in •recording data, they have rich ex-
periences in practical applications of units of meas-
ure which help-them develop objectivity, exactness,
and understanding of the problems involved in
achieving these goals. 	• 

As the teacher'guides the children in their recording 
of data in terms of Units of measure, he should make 
them e•cvare of (1) the reasons for making measure-
ments, (2) the nature of a unit of measure,.(3) the 
relation of different units .of measure of a• similar 
nature, (4).the importance of selecting the most ap- -
propriat'e unit of measure for á given purpose, and 

A lamb kept by the class is fed...
-and weighed before and after meals.



(5) the approximate nature.of all measurements. If 
the teacher is to be effective in helping children 
realize these goals, he must give special attention to 
the evaluation of the records by the children in the 
light of the criteria or standards set up by them. This 
facét of record• keeping is of special significance be-
cause it tends to bring certain aspects of science and 
mathematics programs closer together and break 
down the artifical but traditional separation of these 

two areas of the  elementary school curriculum. 
Children in elementary classrooms have many op, 
portunities for making measurements as a part of 
their record keeping. Even very young children 
keeping a weather record are not content with de-
scribing the weather as "hot" but recognize the need 
to record "how hot" the weather is. Children work-
ing with comparing ,the strengths of two magnets 
can use their own units of measure. For example, the 
children may find that one magnet will pick up 18 
paperclips while the other one may only pick up 10 
paperclips. if the children are working with iron fil-
ings they cah compare magnet strengths bysoraping 
off the iron filings and weighing them: The fact that . 
records will have to be kept on the magnet's strength 
will be extremely important because • the children 
will have to develop a system which can be under-
stood and used.	

Another important concert can also be learned by
children: control of. variables., Children' carefully 
measuring and recording the amount of water given 
to two or more plants, which have been planted in 
different soils; then recording the growth of the 

plants under these variable conditions, grow in their 
understanding of the importance of control of vari- • 
ables and thecontribution measurements can make 
to such control. They also appreciate the importance 
of the selection of an appropriate unit of measure 
and the approximate nature of all measurements. 

Using charts, graphs, and tables 

Not only are charts, graphs, and tables imps rtant 
tools used by the scientist to present technical data, 
but the use of these forms by masa media of com-
munication is increasing. This fact underscores the 
need to develop skill in interpreting such dill- 
presentation methods. • As children use charts , 
graphs, and tables in their own science records, they 
develop increasing skill in jnterpteting data pre-
sented in these forms by others. Record keeping can 
lead to more effective interpretation of Materials 
such as reports of agencies, charts an graphs in 
'print, weather information in newspapers, and sci-
ence reports in magazines. It is copceivable that a 
whole generation could be-dèveloped that would. 
read rather than skip charts, graphs, and tables if 
adequate attention were to be given to this aspect of 
record keeping! 

The interrelationship of science and mathematics is 
 being emphasized anew. Several modern science and 
mathematics programs have been developed by sci-
entists, mathematicians, and educators working 
cooperatively: They emphasize the development and 
interpretation. of charts, tables, and graphs. When 

The lamb's weight is recorded...and its weight increases shown on a chart. Vernon Brugger, Indiana University Schools



,these important data-processing techniques are an 
integral part of both programs, the two are brought 
together in a very functional manner. A primary 
class, for example, may be given the following prob-
lem, as part of the mathematics program: "Mary 
walks five blocks north from home, then five blocks 
east,, then five blocks south, and then five. block's 
west. Draw a way on, the grid showing her route." 
The same students may also utilize, this kind .of 
graph during their study of a science unit on "Direc-
tion and Distance." In another elementary class-
room, the teenier may "have each child in his 
mathematics class construct a bar graph on which 
he records his weekly spelling scores for a six-week 
period," and also have him use bar graphs to record 
"changes in snail population" which is being studied 
as part of the science program; As part of the 
mathematics program, another class may be intro-
duced to "the idea- that the location of sets of points 
in a plane ,can be described by the use of reference 
lines and numbers which are called coordinates." 
The same class may be expected to "construct a table 
or graph of temperature and time" as part of a study 
of "Temperature and Heat. Energy." In all' three 
classrooms, children are having experiences which 
tend to integrate science and mathematics instruc-
tion and which help them understand the relation-
ship between these two disciplines. 

Formulating and testing hypotheses 

Directing children's natural interests and curiosity 
in such a way that they are led to ask "Why?" is 
,essential in effective science instruction. 

Records play a very important role in stimulating 
children to ask the important question "Why?" The 
relationship is•clear and simple. Accurate, signific-
ant, factual information recorded by the class is a 
potent, natural stimulus leading to questioning. As 
a child keeps recbrds of experiments simulating the 
effect 'of grass cover and dams on erosion, for in-
stance, he may begin to think: "What do these facts 
tell us? Are the facts related? Do they have a com-
mon explanation?" This thinking is the first step in 
the process of formulating hypotheses. The next 

- natural step is to suggest a possible answer or to say, 
"MAYBE this is the reason." Next an even more 
mature question may be asked: "How can this exp-
lanation or this MAYBE be checked?" This is the 
process, slightly oversimplified, of hypothesizing, 
which may lead, in turn, to further experiments. The 
teacher who "gives" the answers to children's ques-
tions of "Why?" or, even worse, who is guilty of giv-
ing the explanations before the questions are asked, 
robs children of the opportunity to develop rational 
processes. 

It is highly beneficial to stimulate even the youngest 
children to seek explanations and to welcome even 
the weakest attempts to formulate hypotheses. Re-
cords may be thought of as a very .important part of 
establishing readiness for the process of theorizing, 

and teachers should understand the importance of 
 developing such readiness.•When children are given 
time to ask questions without fear of being misun-
derstood and when their questions are received with 
respect, they will naturally proceed to questioning, , 
to theorizing, and to testing. 

h4
Children must be, led to understand that any 
"maybe" or'hypgthesis formulated should be 'care-
fully te¢¢ted and that this can be done by exploring 
books ih the school or home libraries ana finding 
reported verification of the hypothesis or by design-
ing and carrying out their own experiment to test it. 
They should have experience in testing hypotheses 
in both ways. l'he use of the first method is re-
stricted by the library skills of elementary children 
and the limited availability of approprite printed 
matter in elementary schools. Nevertheless, chil-
dren should be given every possible opportunity to 
search through the available literature. The second 
method for testing a hypothesis has much broader 
application in the elementary school program. Chil-
dren need to be consistently encouraged to design 
and conduct experiments to test their hypotheses. 

Consider the following case: 'A class of young chil-
dren experimented with a heterogeneous collection 
of objects and some magnets. They recorded their 
results, listed the objects, classified and reclassified 
,them according to one or another physical charac-
teristic, trying to find some order among them. 
Looking over their notes, they finally realized that 
magnets pick up only some metal objects. The chil-
dren then proceeded to test metal and non-Metal ob-
jects with magnets before accepting the hypothesis. 
If these young children had not experimented on 
their own and kept the very simple records of objects 
their magnets picked up, they would very probably 
not have been stimulated to develop and check this 
hypothesis. How very much wiser it was for the 
teacher to permit the students to "discover" this fact 
than it would have been to "give" them the answer. 

The formulation of hypotheses may also lead to pre-
dictions. A,class, for instance, wàs able to predict 
with remarkable accuracy th e amount of daylight 
there would be' for weeks in advance through the use 
of a graph it made. Making a prediction by extrapo-
lation from a graph was a direct outgrowth of the 
science record which the class developed. 

Designing simple experiments 

Designing and carrying out simple experiments
might well be considered as the. very climax of ac-
tivities provided by the modern science program on 
any level in the elementary school. Modern science 
teaching stresses the spirit of discovery and must 
provide many opportunities for children to coñduct 
experiments they themselves design. 

By evoking wonder and curiosity, records lead to the 
identification of problems and aid in efforts to de-



sign and conduct simple experiments to solve these 
problems. Without data and:experience in handling 
them, children cannot "discover" solutions to the 
problem being investigated or to many other prob-
lems. Obviously, there can be 	no problem solving 
without concern about the problem. Children of all 
ages in the elementary school are completely able • to 
identify and state simple problems if they have ob-
jective, well-organized data to stimulate them. Data 
that children have incorporated into their own sci-
ence records hold maxim),un interest and meaning 
for them find are more likely to lead to experimenta-
tion than are data processed by others. 

After the problem has been identified, records are 
again helpful as the children attempt to design•ex-
periments because the rdw data\ in records are the 
"stuff' from which hypotheses to be tested by ex-
perimentation are derived. Without information, 
Theorizing is impossible; and poorly focused, "hazy" 
,information can lead only to weak theorizing. Rec-
ords help children A1) identify important variables, 
(2) recognize needed controls, (3) select appropriate 
and efficient units of measures to be used in evalua-
tion, and (4) select or design, appropriate apparatus 
for experimentation. 	

Look at this example which occurred in an elemen-
tary school: Boys and girls, working with á meter 

stick delicately balanced on a fulcrum, suspended 
different weights on hooks at varying distances. 

Their observations and records stimulated them to 
hypothesize' that the weight times distance on pne 
side of the fulcrum equaled the weight times dis-
tance on the other side of the fulcrum. Working with 
the data theyhad recorded, the children discovered 
that their theory was not confirmed by their. data. 
Yet the data so nearly fitted their theory that they' 
refused to discard it without further study. Addi-
tional inspection of their records led them to realize 
they had not recorded the weights of the hooks at-

tached to each side of the meter stick. With this in-
sight they were able to verify their hypothesis. The
records kept by these boys and girls played an im-
portant part in the successful formulation and test-
ing of a hypothesis. 	

Teachers should not always make ieadily available 
the apparatus children need for' an experiment. 
Selecting and/or designing the apparatus needed is 
in itself a valuable experience in problem solving. A 
clear understanding of the problem is essential to 
the selection of 'appropriate equipment for any ex-
periment, and records children keep may help to de-
velop such understanding. Reading notes and re-
cords of simple observations or the records of an un-
successful experiment may help to clarify a problem 
and lead to planning further experimentation, in-
cluding the selection or designing of equipment. 

Record keeping can also lead children into depths of 
questioning and experimentation that even experi-
enced teachers would not anticipate. A class study-
ing substances in solid, liquid, and gaseous state 
made a written record clagsifying common sub-
stances according to these three states. The fact that 
ice, water, and water vapor appeared on their record 
attracted the children's attention and led to an in-
terest in changes of water. During the consideration 
of this topic, a child suggested that water expanded 
with freezing. This observation, an outgrowth of the 
study of a very simple recörd, led to a series of valu-
able experiences. The class began a study of all re-
lated- literature that was available and 'verified suc-
cessfully the fact that water did expand with freez-
ing. Consideration of this fact led to the question as 
to whether or not water changed in weight with 
freezing. Library research did not answer this ques-
tion. Finally the boys and girls designed their own 
experiment and weighed many samples of water in 
both liquid and solid form. It required perseverance 
and resourcefulness to find ways to do this: They 
secured the cooperation of the neighborhood phar-
macist who provided adequate scales and instruction 
in their use; and the cafeteria manager made the use 
of a refrigerator possible. During the conduct of their 
experiment, keeping records was again necessary 
before any conclusions could be drawn. Would the 
children have obtained such valuable experiences if 
their study of the original problem had been, limited 
to reading and oral discussion? 

What uses should . be made of the records children de-
velop? • 

Since records should always be cons'idered means to 
ends rather than ends in themselves, teachers 
should .be consistent and consFientious in having 
children use the science records they develop. Sci-
ence records which are not used become uninterest-
ing and insignificant to the children who develop • 
them, for only, through the use of their own records 
do children gain respect for, and understanding of, 
the role of records in scientific inquiry. 
.



But the most significant uses children can make of
records are those directly related to the purposes set 
up forrthe records by the children themselves. In 
addition, teachers can and should stimulate addi-
tional uses of records not initially recognized by the 
class. Teachers should encourage children to use 
their records to. review, summarize, or check accu-
racy of recall. Records should also serve as a re-
source file of information, be used to share informa-

tion with others,'and help in the identification of 
important aspects of a problem. 

What are some possible misuses of record keeping? 

Certain undesirable practices may be associated 
with the development and use of science records. 
Some 	of the more common practices are listed below. 

These few warnings should hot discourage any 
teacher, for most teachers and children enjoy and 
profit from their use of science records. Fortunately 
the usual insight•and instructional skill of teachers 
insure constructive guidance as children develop 
and use science records. 

Record keeping must not be imposed upon children. They 
must accept the activity as a highly important one.
Although teachers should initiate plans for keeping 

some records, too many "assign" recgrds, and these 
records become "chores" to the pupils and may cause 
children to dislike science. 

The form records take should not become stereotyped. 
Unfortunately reporting experiments in a highly 
structured form is the only experience with science 
records that some pupils have. Such practice lead to 
boredom and resentment and. may • be described as 
little better than "busy work."This practice defeats
,most of the purposes for keeping scierfce records be-
cause children become primarily concerned with 
putting dbwii "what the teacher wants." Teachers 
should become disturbed when children ask, "Whet 
do YOU want?" One answer might be, "Whatever 
YOU have found out in your experiment." 

Record keeping should not primarily represent teacher ac-
tivity. All records should be simple enough for pupils 
to have a major role in their development. Too many 
attractive and very adequate science records are the 
result of the work of the teacher. Such records may 
be valuable instructional aids, but they are not truly 
the children's science records and most certainly do 
not contribute to the development of the children's 
rational powers. 

A record should not become an end in itself. This is a fact 
that teachers forget too easily. Well-designed and 
executed records can afford such satisfaction that 
both teachers and pupils frequently' lose sight of 
their real function. Unfortunately a record may be-
come an efficient technique for keeping children 
superficially interested, for making the classroom 
more attractive, or for favorably impressing parents, 
administrators, and supervisors. 

The children's experiences should not be such that they 
learn to equate records with testing devices used by the 
teacher for purposes of "grading." Certainly science 
records kept by children furnish valuable informa-
tion for evaluation of pupil growth, but children 
should not be allowed becorue concerned primarily 
with the "grade" that a record will receive. Records 
developed and evaluated    cooperatively are seldom 
misused in this way.

The teacher should not overprotect the pupils against mis-
takes made while they keep science records. sometimes a 
. çecord which does not provide the information 
needed to solve the problem can help children grow 
in Understanding. "We wish we had done it tais 
way" or "Next time, let's ... " shows insight and 
developing,maturity. 

A record should not become a major determiner of class-
room activities. Keeping records that are complicated 
and time-consuming may Jesuit in highly structured 
lessons and may discourage informal class activities 
which foster initiative and creativity. A record 

should not take away time which might be better 
given to other activities. 

A teacher gives eonstructive guidance as a child
learns measurement.. 

Phyllis Muoueob 



Science education today 

Science teaching has changed. Today science eduga-
tion is emphasizing the process of knowing and ac-
cepts responsibility for helping 'children develop 
their rational powers; inquiry is the' instructional 
strategy common to successful science programs; 
and record keeping is an essential element of in-
quiry. Many elementary school children, including 
kindergarteners, are engaging in genuine inquiry, 
and their teacher's are enthusiastic about the out-
comes. Their enthusiasm and success and the rela-
tive simplicity of the whole task should encourage 
other teachers to provide children with more oppor-
tunities to use records as an integral part of science 
inquiry. Teachers who have beeri hesitant to provide 
such experiences in their classroom should experi-
ment with record keeping, for they' can enjoy the 
success other teachers are having, strengthen their 
'science programs, and have the satisfaction of 
watching children develop mastery of the processes 
as well as the content of science. 
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Children transfer records of plant growth to simple charts. Chris Pouler
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